“It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set
brush fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams
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The Real
America
Spoke
The Communist Left Takes a Big Hit
The Tea Party Saw it Coming
The Town Criers, a committee of the St. Augustine Tea Party (SATP), has been
engaging a national audience on the streets of the historic district of St. Augustine,
Florida since mid-2011. The Town Criers have used various techniques to connect
with the public’s opinion.
In January 2012, the Town Criers were able to predict the Mitt Romney Republican
nomination and his defeat in the general election. As early as February 2016, the
Town Criers predicted that Donald J. Trump would be the next President of the
United States. It did not matter whether he ran as a Republican or as an Independent. Trump would win in
spite of the Republican Party. “It’s not that we're so smart. It’s because we listen to the people. It seems no
one else is doing that,” Lance Thate SATP Chairman said.
Like our Facebook Page
https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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January 7, 2017

Fake News Revealed
In spite of corporate mogul television broadcasts, the obscene amounts
of money spent by political activists of both parties in the name of
progressive politics and the assault by the print media, the American
people elected, in a landslide, Donald J. Trump. This is the climax of a
conservative movement that started with the Tea Party in 2009. The
media for the Communist Left was rejected by the public. Let’s go back
to election night.
Early on election night, Fox News’ progressive reporters were preparing their audience for a Clinton victory.
Council on Foreign Relations member, Charles Krauthammer, led the way. At the same time, CNN was
reporting Donald Trump ahead in Florida, Iowa, Michigan, Wisconsin, North Carolina, Ohio, Indiana and Texas.
It seemed clear that their reporters expected Clinton to win many of those states once the population centers
started reporting. It was interesting to see these two creators of Fake News at Fox News and CNN struggle
with the reality of the election. No one could understand how the polls and the media got it so wrong. No one
foresaw the coming defeat for Hillary.

The News is about People not Pundits
The News Pundits were shocked at their inability to get the election story right. They couldn’t just admit, “We
got it wrong” and still expect the public to listen to them. So they started blaming it on dis-information that
they labeled as Fake News, which is coming from New Media sources on the Internet. Immediately, steps
were taken to curtail free press. Facebook screening comes to mind.
What the Communist Left media chooses to forget is, it is “We the People” who make the news. And the way
you get the news is to talk to the people, not to each other. This is what the Town Criers, a committee of the
St. Augustine Tea Party (SATP), has been doing for almost five years in the historic district of St. Augustine,
Florida. They have been talking to the national audience which appears on St. George Street daily. As early as
January 2015, in a poll between Sarah Palin and Hillary Clinton, It was clear that the public was not going to
elect Clinton to anything. Palin got 74% against Hillary’s 6% and 20% wanted neither. When Hillary was polled
with Bush, Rubio or Trump, throughout the entire primary season, she could barely break double digits. In a
three-a way race between Bush, Hillary, and Trump, Hillary was always the loser. In April, a St. George Street
poll revealed that 93% wanted her indicted for her criminal activities.
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Hillary’s inability to get elected has been consistent throughout the entire election process. All you had to do
was ask the public face-to-face, one-on-one. “ABC, CBS, NBC, CNN, Fox news and the entire print world are the
source of Fake News.” Dave Heimbold SATP Media Chairman declared.

Like our Facebook Page

https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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Obama’s Farewell…. And
Good Riddance
What should have been a grand moment for American history, the election of
the first Afro-American president, turned into a disaster, a long nightmare. But
now, eight years of Communist occupation of the White House is coming to a
close. The damage to our nation has been great.
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In the capital of black-on-black murders, Chicago, Barack Obama addressed his faithful. Using a handkerchief,
he wiped away the tears as he realized his opportunity to distort history, from the White House, was coming
to a close.

A Democracy or a Republic?
Obama gave an excellent delivery of a well-crafted speech invoking the
Declaration of Independence, the Constitution and the Founding Fathers.
From Obama’s point of view, America is all about being a Democracy.
Apparently, a Harvard education omits the fact that we are not a
Democracy. We are a Republic. Nowhere in our founding documents, does
the word 'democracy' appear. And, any research about the Founding
Fathers’ opinions, would clearly show that they had a disdain for
democracies. A Democracy is the tyranny of the majority, something that
would appeal to the collectivist mind, but not the liberty minded people
who founded the American Republic.
The word democracy is mentioned because Mr. Obama used it 20 times in
his speech. This is greater than the combined total of all other presidents in
their farewell addresses. Communists use the word democracy when they are retreating. They use the word
transforming when they are advancing. Perhaps that is why Michelle Obama, who was in the audience with
her daughters, has reverted back to her loss of hope.
“I am sorry to say that during my many years, I have never seen an administration so clearly racist
as the Obama White House. Instead of uniting Americans, he used the race card at every turn to
divide us. It could have been a time of great healing among Americans. Instead, Obama used his
time for political gain in his attempt to transform America, so sad. Obama was never able to rise
above his radical community organizing experience. Communist community organizers do not build,
they destroy. My own choice for President during the 2016 primary was Ben Carson. He struck me
as a very intelligent man who could adapt to any task that might be placed before him. But what I
admired most about Mr. Carson was his ability to come off as a sincere and good man. I am pleased
he will be in the Trump administration.”
The quote above is from Lance Thate, Chairman and founder of the Town Crier
Committee, which is a committee of the St. Augustine Tea Party. The Town Criers
carried signage which exposed Obama as a communist during a substantial portion of
Obama’s time in the White House. A picture of the original battle battered sign first
carried in early 2012 is shown on the right.
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“We now move into uncharted territory with the election of 2016. Our Town Criers stand ready to provide
whatever service the cause of liberty may demand. I doubt that many members of the Town Crier Committee,
who labored tirelessly during the eight years of the Obama occupation, could thank the Obama’s’ for their
service. For them, it is just good riddance, the Town Crier, Committee Chairman concluded.

Like our Facebook Page
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January 20, 2017
Guest Editorial

Good Bye, Obama
Take Your Commie and Brotherhood
Friends with You
by D.P. Heimbold
"The whole head is sick, the whole heart faint." Just love that quote. It is
the picture of the USA. A brain dead Giant with a faint heart beat! If we
ever needed a Health Plan it is Now!

But, Dear Citizen, it is a Mental-Health Care plan that we need! With a Sociopath at the helm of the Head of
State and a crew of gangsters from Chicago, we have had the patients running the asylum for the past 8 years.
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The heartbeat of America is the 25 + million small businesses in the United States who do not need the
government's help, direction or money. They are self-starters. They make the Country run despite government
interference. They have taken a serious hit from the out-going Communist Central Government's taxes and
regulations. But Barack Hussein Obama, the impostor and resident jihadist, along with his propaganda media
machine (ABC. CBS, NBC, CNN) are destined for the ash heap of history. Goodbye, good riddance! May we
suggest Gitmo as your retirement home?
Amazingly, with all the bad news, 124 Million Americans are still working! Have you noticed all the cars on the
road, all the food in the stores, all the restaurants packed with customers? Electricity is still flowing through
the electric lines to your homes. Water is still running. Toilets are still flushing through an amazing set of pipes
to the sewage plants and have been doing so for over 100 years. As a matter of fact, the Infrastructure of the
United States of America is magnificent! The stinking soon to be Ex-President, BO, should go back to Kenya,
where sewage runs down the streets and people live in squalor, and let him fix their infrastructure! Or go to
Liberia and help turn on the electric lights in the Capital of Monrovia, where American Educated, Charles
Taylor, Drug-lord Gangster, changed a Republic into a latrine. The USA has layers and layers of backup
systems and safeguards in our infrastructure. The Ex-President did not know what he was talking about.
Remember, Obama's "shovel ready jobs?"
There are tens of thousands of bridges and tens of thousands of miles of wonderful roadways in good
condition. Let's do a reality check on "shovel ready" road construction that our demented Ex-President
promised to create. Anyone that knows anything about building roads in the USA knows it is the SLOWEST
process in the world. Forty years is the average time for an Interstate Highway, 25 years for a State Highway,
3-5 years for a local road and 26 years to pave the dirt road in front of our house!!!!!!!

Dear Senior Citizen, Obama Care is designed to "put you to sleep" before your God appointed time. Yes, the
same man who voted four times not to revive a child from a botched abortion designed his failed
"Obamacare" to regulate your healthcare in the latter years of your life! God forbid! Check the fine print in
your "Living Will". Don't pass-out on the stress tread mill. Do Not Resuscitate might just kick in! Yup, many
Seniors have been put to sleep (killed off) accidentally-on-purpose in your own local hospitals.
We have had a mentally ill person in the White House and still have a Congress full of lunatics! They have
spent too many years reading books and many have no business experience. They are Stupid and you can't fix
Stupid. Worse, they are like their father, the devil. They are liars: they lie in the morning, they lie in the
afternoon and the lie at supper time. Politicians have always been that way. But now with the newly
converted Islam-o-philes, they love death, too!
If it was just Mental Illness, that would be one thing. But this crew are Community Organizers. Let's break that
down for the Government Educated audience. Look closely at the word Commune. The etymology is "to make
common"; as in Communist. These people are Communists with a twist. They are of the Fabian type
Communists...the intellectual class of liars, birthed in England and, for the last 100 years, have infiltrated the
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educational institutions in the United States through John Dewey, Aldous Huxley, John Maynard Keynes and a
host of other Fabians.
"The Fabians have been, throughout their history, political and social chameleons who have, through stealth
and deception, changed their outer skin to infiltrate every political, social and
educational institution around the world, particularly in Great Britain and the
United States. Speaking of a chameleon, the primary symbol of the Fabians is a
wolf wrapped in a sheep’s skin. I do believe that there are not 2% out of
100,000 born again American believers in Jesus Christ that know what a Fabian
is or how they are trying to destroy the Economy. However, they all have heard
the scripture, "My people perish for lack of knowledge". Problem is they never
applied the scripture to themselves! We are a Nation of ignoramuses!
Well, the atheist Marxists (Communists) are in Control of the Federal
Government's bureaucracy and the ignorant masses of Americans don't have a clue. They are waiting for their
next hand-out from the Fabians. It's pathetic.
President Trump has his work cut out for him. But for God's sake and ours, don't let him call on academia.
What you might not know is that Keynesian Economics is taught at Harvard where George Bush got his MBA.
His 'gentler conservatism' led him not to ever veto a government spending bill. Obama went to the same
school. Imagine that! Here is a written statement by that devil Keynes, himself: "Lenin is said to have
declared that the best way to destroy the Capitalist System,(that is, the Free Enterprise system that the USA
has used to invent and create wealth) was to debauch (destroy) the currency. By a
continuing process of inflation, government can confiscate, secretly and unobserved,
an important part of the wealth of their citizens. By this method they not only
confiscate, but they confiscate arbitrarily; and while the process impoverishes many, it
actually enriches some. As the inflation proceeds and the real value of the currency
fluctuates wildly from month to month, all permanent relations between debtors and
creditors, which form the ultimate foundation of capitalism, become so utterly
disordered as to be almost meaningless; and the process of wealth-getting
degenerates into a gamble and a lottery." John Maynard Keynes, 1919.
Gee, that sounds like what has happened to our banking system. They call it Quantitative Easing...Tea Partiers
call is gang-rape of our bank accounts. Untying the socialist mess and kicking the lazy free-loaders back to
work is going to be a thankless task for President Trump and his staff. They need the help of the Frontline
Activists, the foot soldiers with the Tri-Corner hats, and Gadsden Flags, who go head-to-head with the
commies. The Tea Party has been quietly building a vast force of like-minded-citizens that will be ready, again,
to stand-up and rally for NO MORE TAXES on April 15th.

TAXED ENOUGH ALREADY
Like our Facebook Page
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The Peaceful
Transfer of
Power
The Inaugural Address
A Transfer of Power to the People
On January 20, 2017, a peaceful transfer of power occurred
in Washington DC. It was the transfer of power from
Obama to President Trump. There was also a transfer of
power between Democrats and Republicans. But the real
story is President Trump’s commitment to return power to
“We the People”.

Globalists Astounded at
Trump’s Inaugural Address
Four of the five living former Presidents were on the stage when President Trump gave his Inaugural Address.
President Trump’s affirmation to transfer power from Washington to the people, can only be perceived as a
repudiation of the work of five former Presidents. As the television cameras panned the reactions of the
former Presidents who were there, it was obvious that they were troubled. The stoic expressions on their
faces concealed their disbelief of what they were hearing. The shock and awe of the President’s statements
was not well received among the elitists’ members of Congress either.
Groups like the Saint Augustine Tea Party (SATP), have long understood that a Globalist Communist revolution
was underway. The Tea Party has called for resistance from the beginning of the 'Movement' in 2009. It looks
like America’s new President understands the issue. Donald Trump will have lots of resistance from the
established leaders of both political parties. And the Communist left media will be relentless in their attacks.
God speed, Mister President.
Like our Facebook Page
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Liberals Get Religion?
by John Knapp
I just read an essay by a self-proclaimed liberal who was trying to couch his
liberalism in Christian religion. Is this approach to be the next liberal wave-let?
Hah! American Liberalism has morphed into a force mostly at odds with
Christianity.
To my knowledge, the only faith of late on most liberal minds is the fervent belief
that humans are directly to blame for Global Climate Change. That, and Donald
Trump is a Nazi.
More practically, liberalism is the working philosophy of 'What can I get for
nothing?', and...'How many of my responsibilities can I offload on someone else
and legally get away with it?'
The only way for the liberal constituency to get what it wants is to take things from the people who've earned
those things, using the police power (heavy hand) of government to do the deed for them. Will crafty liberals
now twist religion around to where Jesus would be in favor of huge, nanny-state government, because such
government is compassionate, even Christ-like? What nerve!
Liberal, nanny-state government becomes more and more corrupt over time.
Necessarily....intransigently....corrupt. The Founders were all very religious men, but they had enough sense to
know what it is about human nature that will make for corrupt government. They did all they could to prevent
against that with the Constitution they adopted.
The U.S. Constitution is not perfect, but close. It's meant to walk the line between jungle anarchy and
despotism, to uphold individual liberty according to God's Natural Laws, to create fair and just law, to keep
just order and a reasonable peace, in order to secure the blessings of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness
for all who will embrace, uphold, and defend those high ideals.
The original purpose of this government, via the Constitution, was to do for its Citizens only those things which
the Citizens cannot do for themselves.
Read that last sentence again, please.
We've strayed very far from the Founders' original intent. Liberalism is ants, naturally migrating to Uncle
Sugar. Liberalism is the political philosophy of 'How can we
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keep it coming, and, what else can we get?' Liberalism is the mindset of those who think the world owes them
something.
Jesus preached compassion, selflessness, and being your brother's keeper. He meant that to be taken on a
personal basis, to be the instincts of each individual heart. That some liberals will now twist religion to explain
and justify - their Liberalism is really going around the bend, even for liberals. Only, with Liberalism, the end
always justifies the means.
Liberalism, as implemented by the nanny-state, steals the incentive of all by punishing achievement and
rewarding sloth. It's that simple. There is nothing compassionate about Liberalism. Liberalism means to
confirm the poor in their inertia. Is that what Christianity is about?
I believe God and Jesus were once firmly with the Founders....but now, neither God, nor Jesus - nor the
Founders - would approve of what we've become. And, Liberalism is to blame, because Liberalism is a mental
and emotional disorder. See the last 8 years of disgraceful governance by the out-gone ex-president. It really
can't be made any clearer.
If Donald Trump is the man whose time has come....come to fix liberal, corrupt American government, then
even liberals need to grow up and let him be.
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WE LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE

The Goal of Socialism is
Communism
Important Notice: those who receive this publication by Email: will continue to receive this Report at the end of the month. This publication is now on the Saint
Augustine Tea Party Website. Individual articles are being posted as they occur. Also archived issues with indexes are available on the Website. For Historic City
News readers the Town Crier Committee Report is available by clicking the SATP link on their page or go to www.saintaugustineteaparty.org
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These words could have been written yesterday. But in fact, they were
written in October 2011. Over the last five years, the public has indeed made
great strides in understanding the dangers we face from domestic
Totalitarian forces. The Town Criers popularity with the public is as great as
ever, which tells the members of our committee that the Tea Party is as

